Stagnant House reduced to ashes in weekend blaze

By Brian Denton of The Stagnant staff

The building that houses The Stagnant, the student voice of DUMSL, was reduced to ashes in a weekend fire.

The fire, which started in the afternoon on April 20, spread quickly and destroyed the entire building.

The cause of the fire remains under investigation.

Stagnant meets with aliens to sign intergalactic deal

By Ivan Scampos of The Stagnant staff

The Stagnant has signed an intergalactic deal with an alien race to help the school achieve academic success.

The alien beings, known as the Zorgans, have offered to help the Stagnant improve its grades in exchange for a steady supply of human students.

The deal was brokered by the school's principal, who met with the Zorgans on an intergalactic mission.

Move Over Riverettes Dance Team

Yet another dance squad joins the ranks of DUMSL activities

By Ivan Scampos of The Stagnant staff

A new dance squad has joined the campus dance scene, adding to the already vibrant and diverse range of dance groups on campus.

The new squad, called the Riverettes, is composed of a group of students who share a passion for dancing and performing.

The squad is led by a former Riverette, who is eager to pass on her love for the art form to a new generation of dancers.

Parody Issue - All Advertisements Are Real

by Monica Take a peak of The Stagnant staff

DUMSL students and faculty experienced a small taste of what it feels like to be at one of the most popular college campuses in the nation: nausea awareness week.

The week-long program consisted of several events, including a lecture, a film screening, and a dance performance.

The lecture, given by a faculty member, focused on the history of nausea and its impact on college students.

The film screening featured a documentary on the experience of college students dealing with nausea.

The dance performance was a lively and engaging way to wrap up the week.

The event was well-received by both students and faculty, who expressed their appreciation for the opportunity to learn more about the issue of nausea and its impact on college life.
Revolt students! We deserve better than to be eaten by imperialist aliens.

do the other red-headed guy of the Stagnant Dept.

I have had it with DUMSL. The urgent agreement between Chancellor and I've felt that the Stagnant has learned that the students ought to be offered more than just a place to study. There is no reason why they cannot have a voice in the administration. The chancellor is a meany. She's always yelling at me about things that aren't her fault! My fault! It's not all my fault. I'm the chancellor! I give all administrators one week to improve their service or I will take over. I'm going to put a bullet in every SGA meeting. I'm going to demand that the DUMSL students are treated with respect and dignity.

Dr. Fireball, my 18-year-old son, can't even hold an agar solution even with help from the St. Louis County Medical Society. We need to protect ourselves from the chancellor and the DUMSL administration. You people are a bunch of mental wannabes. After all, most students have forgotten about my feelings. I've had it. I've had it with the perception that DUMSL is a place that is just something that we have to put up with. I'm going to demand better treatment from the administration.

Today is a new day for DUMSL. Students have a voice and we're stepping up in the fight. We're going to demand better treatment from the administration. The chancellor is a meany. She's always yelling at me about things that aren't her fault. My fault! It's not all my fault. I'm the chancellor! I give all administrators one week to improve their service or I will take over. I'm going to put a bullet in every SGA meeting. I'm going to demand that the DUMSL students are treated with respect and dignity.

If you don't have a weapon, you can come to me. I promise you will never have to wait for the police to arrive. At least, that's what I hope. I'll promise to give you a weapon during this week, feel free to pick it up and use it during the battle.

Remember, the administration is our greatest enemy. Remember this campus is now crawling with illegal aliens, aliens that want to eat you.

We know that the pen is mightier than the sword, but an AK-47 will do as well. Stop them! Stay out of our way. We are not your friends. We are the people who are on the inside, fighting for what is rightfully ours. The Stagnant staff

April Fool's

Vice chancellor is sick of listening to students complain.

Has anybody taken the time to understand what it's like to be a victim of abuse? Does anybody even care about everything that I have to say? I'm tired of being treated with such a high level of respect. People think that I'm just another student complaining about the administration. They're wrong. I have a voice and I want it to be heard.

I'm tired of being treated with such a high level of respect. People think that I'm just another student complaining about the administration. They're wrong. I have a voice and I want it to be heard.

I'm going to start practicing Yoga and wear my shoes! Do you think I'm kidding? I'm just kidding! I'm going to start practicing Yoga and wear my shoes. Do you think I'm kidding? I'm just kidding! I'm going to start practicing Yoga and wear my shoes. Do you think I'm kidding? I'm just kidding!

Have we offended you? It's a parody issue, idiot.

Any resemblance to actual persons or events is a sad joke. Authors, editors, and artists have their own ideas of humor and have every right to express them. If you don't like it, please don't read it.

For all you news junkies, the regular paper will be back on April 8. Bear with us as we vent some journalistic frustration.

All advertisements in this issue are real.

You know it's parody when my picture is on the editorial page.

Yawnya
Moon Pie Mania!

DUMSL Professor finds elusive orange moon pie

by Ms Foole

When a junk food fiend finds all six flavors of moon pies? The local Clock K doesn’t have them. It might have chocolate or vanilla, but not the rest. The complete assortment is in one place – Professor Weeble’s fall-out shelter. Dr. Marvin Peters, associate professor of Trivial Bliss, has been searching for an orange moon pie for the past year.

“Weeble and his wife found the obscure strawberry flavor while driving through Oklahoma, and thought the hunt was over. Then, Weeble claims. “Then one day, Weeble says.”

To solve the problem, the world’s only experts on Moonpocalypse was flies in all the way from the old city of St. Louis to the DUMSL Archaeology department in Utah.

Weeble now has the original Moon Pie that these three panther-cloven hooves of The Doobie Happiness variety - which is a warning of the end of time. It was this same Moon Pie that I paid to decipher the damn things,” said Anthropologist Peters.
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The Coral Dawn Singers

'In From the Cold'

Though they were shocked and saddened upon hearing that DUMSL was cutting the Delivermen, the swim team's demise. The Coral Dawn, leased over to BMWR, was cutting the Delivermen. Disappointment was the name of the game. The Coral Dawn swimmers were scheduled to open for the Regionals and the BSNelked Ladies at Westport Playhouse on April 6 at 7:30 p.m. As there is no pool in the Westport Playhouse, the group will perform in a live audience. Eventually, the group will go on the road with the New Kids on the Block. They are booked for the entire month of August to play at less world in Florida.

--Brighten K. Nukem

The Coral Dawn Singers are clockwise from the center: Chad Flower, Kelly Doggedge, Brian Weekeker, Matt Wreckers, Scott Cerebral and Darrel Dugliss.

Serving the financial needs of the students, faculty and staff of the University of Missouri-St. Louis

Providing our members with the following services:

- Checking
- VISA
- Auto Loans
- ATM Cards
- Savings
- and more

The Kemetic Performing Arts Workshop

Talent Showcase

Saturday, April 6th 6:45 p.m.
J.C. Penney Auditorium
S.S. student $5, S.S. general attendance

Pregnant?

We Can Help.

Birthright

- FREE: TEST: with immediate results detects pregnancy 10 days after its begins.
- PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING: with licensed social workers.
- IMMEDIATE practical assistance
- All services FREE and confidential

Help is Nearby

Univ. of MO-St. Louis 63122

314-448-3600

Visit us online at: www.KEMBA.com
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The old spaghetti

factory

We go to great lengths:

$500

Been thinking about a summer job?
Presently working at a slow restaurant that can’t give you hours?
Want a job that can give you flexibility in your schedule?
Would you like to make new friends?

Come work for the BUSIEST and FUNNEST place in St. Louis. We presently have limited availability for:
- Servers
- Bussers
- Greeters

Employees presently make $100 - $300 in tips with no experience necessary. Benefits include:
- Flexible schedule
- Metro convenience
- $150 mo. employee party fund
- Insurance
- 401(k)

The Old Spaghetti Factory
Apply in person between 11am-4pm
727 N.1st St.
On Laclede’s Landing
by Ken Drunkin of The Stagantant

It was a world day in the past Thursday. I was just sitting around being lazy on my couch. I decided to go outside and play basketball. It was a man who said that he knew of a long lost cousin. The cousin was a big basketball player. He was from Scotland the following day and it was going to be a long stay. I reluctantly agreed to house this cousin for a few days only after he promised to give me a few hundred dollars. When I arrived at the airport on Friday to pick him up, I was amazed. The guy was huge, not just long, but huge. He had to go through every bit of 73', 350 pounds. Gadzooks, I thought, this guy is going to help me win my next basketball game. He had a short haircut and was just dressed out for the occasion, wearing his best basketball player outfit.

"I think he was a weird day in the car. I thought, 'Well, the hope with the hope of getting me in a Calyman team. I really was in a car with a basketball player now.' I was very excited. I had to drive him outside to our basketball practice. I got in the car, and I noticed that he had a big hump on his back. I asked him, 'What is that? He said, 'Lawlady Thomas, the hump of my other Mustang. I was actually very excited about this because I had thought that I was going to play basketball with him."

"I'm going to tell you something. We just couldn't put 2 + 2 together. His name was Pat Dollar, athletic director. "He was a man of money and big decisions."

"But that was an opportunity where we just couldn't get it."

His starting goalie, Ian Eastling, was frustrated before the start. "It's a weird day in the car. I thought, 'Well, I think I can get him out of this life.'"

"I said, 'I have my first meeting.'"

"It's amazing," said outfielder Josh Spinka. "The ball is just jumping off his bat today."

Pitcher Ryan Roach was skeptical at first, but now he is convinced. "I didn't believe that an alien gave gravy to a magical bunny."

We shot a photo of him for the occasion, because he looked like I had never seen him before.

Coach Bud Spinder was happy with the tryout results. "I'm going to tell you something. We just couldn't get it."

"It's a weird day in the car. I thought, 'Well, I think I can get him out of this life.'"

"I said, 'I have my first meeting.'"
Pregnant?

FREE Pregnancy Tests. Immediate results. Completely confidential. Call or walk in.

STAGES ST. LOUIS

Charles Office
First Floor

50¢

Every Tuesday Afternoon

1:00

Soft Drinks 75¢

Specials:

$1.50

Draft Beer

STAGES ST. LOUIS

63122, attn: Dark

(314) 871-2749

HORSE HOOKY!

1991 Mazda Protege DX

#53621

Call to place an Ad or Personal

Call Richard at 516-5175 for detailed advertisement rate. To place your ad call at this from line.

Place Your Ad or Personal TODAY!!

CIRCUIT

THE CURRENT Classifieds

Buying! Selling! Trading! Ads in the Classifieds make Scents!!! Classifieds are FREE to students, faculty and staff. All others classifieds are $10 for 40 words or less. Call Katalina at 516-5175 for detailed advertisement rate. To place your ad call at this from line.

Call 871-2749

WANTED

REALE STATE TRAINER

Top real estate office of national real estate organization seeking full-time career minded individuals who are willing to obtain their real estate license. Earn while you learn, fast start training and potential 1st year income to exceed $60,000. Choice location. Only a few sales positions available. Provide resume and call for a personal interview.

Call 871-2749

Places
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The situation was on the line but the basketball and volleyball scholar ships and giving all the money to the football team. Dollar said, “They always wanted this money, but they have gone too far through a fight through window.”

Now fans flocked inside a quick decision before results to gos. The tactics, I can either drop the basketball program or cave into their demands.

The team’s response as expected, they feel that they deserve the extra money. ‘I’m sick of the financial situation around here’,” Roach said. “We have our lost and gain nothing for it. We’re not going to take it anymore.”

One of the teams tactics is not to touch their games, they have lost four for four, but not to go to class either.

The rest of the guys that we don’t have to go to class until this thing is settled. But, they are going to throw a party when this thing is resolved.”

The boycott has not only hung the situation, “Those baseball claus demands.”

I’m going to come up with some money. I’m going to come up with some money. I’m going to come up with some money.

The motion is on the floor!
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The boycott has not only hung the situation, “Those baseball claus demands.”

I’m going to come up with some money. I’m going to come up with some money. I’m going to come up with some money.

The motion is on the floor!

The team’s response was as expected, they feel that they deserve the extra money. ‘I’m sick of the financial situation around here’,” Roach said. “We have our lost and gain nothing for it. We’re not going to take it anymore.”

One of the teams tactics is not to touch their games, they have lost four for four, but not to go to class either.

The rest of the guys that we don’t have to go to class until this thing is settled. But, they are going to throw a party when this thing is resolved.”

The boycott has not only hung the situation, “Those baseball claus demands.”

I’m going to come up with some money. I’m going to come up with some money. I’m going to come up with some money.
Bat Child to offer symposium. A lecture offered by famed Bat Child (BC) of the tabloid newspapers will be held Saturday, March 23 in the Summin' Lounge at 7 p.m. BC, who is now 30, plans to speak about the trials and tribulations of growing up batly.

Single-beverage contract official, Puka-Cola has acquired an exclusive beverage contract for the campus. Puka cherry, grape and lemon-flavored beverages in the machines around campus in the next two weeks.

Tuition decrease. Officials at DUMSL will replace beverages in the machines Single-beverage campus, just look at the involvement of us-al.

Football team to form. Members of the newly formed DUMSL football team will be chosen for next season in June of 1996. All people percent for in-state students and up to 32 percent for out-of-state students.

Tuition decrease. Officials at DUMSL have decided that since students pay additionally for categories including highest overall grade point average and student involvement in campus activities.

DUMSL's students had better watch out. The geese on campus have gone on the rampage, and no Mad Goose Disease strikes DUMSL.

by Cornholio Carneanous of The Stagnant staff

DUMSL students had better watch out. The geese on campus have gone on the rampage, and no one is completely sure why.

Numerous students and faculty fell prey to unprovoked goose attacks last week. Many people were victims of fly-by poopings, others weren't as lucky. Stephen Fox, a graduate student, was wounded by a flock of the noisy fowl in front of Clark Hall. Witnesses reported that the geese may have mimicked Fox's high-pitched cackling for a saving call. Nevertheless, the attack left Fox bellowed, broken and emotionally shaken up. Fox said he's now suffering goose flashbacks.

"The, the, the geese. They came from everywhere," Fox said. "They were hissing, and poopifying and smacking me over the head with their big, thick, webbed feet. These things can grow to the size of off, oh, oh, oh, oh, geese, geese everywhere. I can't take it anymore.

The geese have been seen wandering around the tops of buildings and living halls at unexpected moments.

"I can't believe it," Jonathan Slow said after running to avoid a flock of geese. "There seems to be a problem," a flustered and stained Slow said after running to avoid a flock ofMad Goose Disease strikes DUMSL.

by FireStar of the staff

For a new University Center We are getting a revolving restaurant.

Chancellor Blank Two-Heels announced Monday that the University Center will cancel the plans for the new University Center and put the money into the restaurant.

The restaurant, the University Tower and Grill, will be located at the top of Tower Hall. The restaurant will slowly spin, giving patrons a panoramic view of scenic North County.

"We hope that the restaurant will bring more business to the University," Two-Heels said.

The food at University Tower will taste the same as in the Thunderground, but for a steeper price.

"You'll eat it and you'll be angry," Two-Heels shouted.

Food will include steak for $30, prime rib for $30, lobster for $20 and a large assortment of other menu items that are just as highly priced.

"'You'll pay for it and you'll like it,'" Two-Heels boasted.

One of the advantages students will be the closeness. Students will be able to take their meals in a nice restaurant in between classes without driving somewhere. Women and men should now expect better food on campus, said McDonald's and Wendy's.

Another advantage is that students will be able to order pizza and other delicious food for their meal plan to pay for their meal. "We hope that students will now be able to use all of the money allotted for their meal plan since we do not charge students for the twenty flights of stairs."

Bob Samplinger, who is not only a University-big wad but mad at the restaurant. These are disadvantages to this restaurant, however. One being the University is sticking to the policy of no alcoholic beverages on campus. In addition, O'Dells will be served. Also, smoking will not be allowed, even in the smoking section.

"All of you punks that better keep those smoking cancer sticks to your own side of the campus," Two-Heels exclaimed.

The other disadvantage is getting to the restaurant. Since the University is spending so much money building the restaurant, an elevator wasn't included in the budget. It will be a long walk up the twenty flights of stairs.

Everyone looking for some food in between classes without wasting too far from campus or having to move your ear, think of the Thunderground. Food that does not taste very good (unless you are extremely hungry and do not care) for a high price. What more could you ask from our wonderful university? "Hey, don't I never did nuttin for ya?" Two-Heels laughed.

Kids in the Hall

BRAIN CANDY

Shoe this up your mind

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 12
EXCLUSIVE ENGAGEMENT

SIUE SUMMER SESSION 1996

TALE OF DEGREES

Summer Session has become a hot item at SIUE especially for area students who attend other universities but come for the summer.

If you plan to be in the area this summer SIUE Summer Session makes it easy for you to pick up a class and transfer it to your other college or university.

And in case you hadn't heard, SIUE still had the lowest tuition rates among 4-year public universities in Illinois. We think that's pretty cool.

To learn more about SIUE's Summer Session, call 1-800-447-SIUE in Illinois (314) 231-SIUE in St. Louis (412) 322-7260 from anywhere, or write to Box 1600, SIUE, Edwardsville, IL 62026-1000, and ask for a Summer Class Schedule.

MAKE YOUR CHOICE, SUCCESS, in

SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY AT EDWARDSVILLE